Voice document the unique patient story directly in MEDITECH Expanse

Exclusive Dragon Medical web integration delivers real-time clinical speech recognition experience through the cloud.

Nuance and MEDITECH have partnered to build an exclusive speech-enabled workflow that’s designed to accelerate the completion of patient records—all within MEDITECH Expanse. With no additional software to install or passwords to remember, clinicians can use their single, unified voice profile and personalizations to document care directly in the web-based EHR.

By using intelligent voice technology to complete their notes, clinicians can quickly generate documentation that accurately represents the patient encounter, informs patient care, supports better reimbursement, and shortens billing cycles.

Dragon® Medical cloud-based speech recognition is uniquely embedded in MEDITECH Expanse and delivers dependable performance with no voice profile training—clinicians are up and running the first time they pick up the microphone. Accent detection, medical language models, and automatic microphone calibration ensure an optimal experience from the start. A single, cloud-based voice profile continues to adapt and improve over time, and provides a consistent and personalized voice experience across clinical workflows, care settings, devices, and apps.

Quick and easy documentation in MEDITECH Expanse

Real-time clinical speech recognition allows clinicians to use their voice to instantly dictate, review, correct, and complete patient records in MEDITECH Expanse. Select a patient, navigate the document, dictate the unique patient story, and use voice to edit text and finalize documents.

Key benefits

- No software to install and easy, automatic upgrades
- No additional usernames or passwords to remember
- Quick completion and accessibility of the patient record directly in MEDITECH Expanse
- Streamlined capture of the narrative to effectively inform patient care, billing, and coding
- Seamless user experience across multiple devices through a single, personalized user voice profile

Key features

- Speech-related data is communicated over 256-bit encryption channels using TLS protocols to ensure end-to-end security
- Integrated speech recognition powers a seamless documentation experience
- Designed for healthcare with professional-grade capabilities that doctors rely on
- Integrated productivity tools such as auto-texts, custom vocabularies, and editing commands
Personalized and consistent access beyond the browser
In addition to accessing Dragon Medical through any web browser on your desktop PC or laptop, MEDITECH clients will have the same personalized and consistent speech-enabled documentation experience in the future across mobile devices and platforms — further supporting clinician mobility with a truly portable clinical documentation solution.

Using a non-web version of MEDITECH EHR?
Nuance offers additional cloud-based (Dragon Medical One) and on-premise (Dragon Medical Network Edition) clinical speech recognition solutions designed to support all non-web versions of MEDITECH EHR.

Ready to take your documentation to the next level?
To learn more about how Nuance Healthcare can help you improve financial performance, raise the quality of care, and increase clinician satisfaction, please contact us at 877-805-5902 or visit www.nuance.com/healthcare.

Nuance provides a more natural and insightful approach to clinical documentation, freeing clinicians to spend more time caring for their patients. Nuance healthcare solutions capture and communicate more than 300 million patient stories each year helping more than 500,000 clinicians in 10,000 healthcare organizations globally. Nuance’s award-winning clinical speech recognition, medical transcription, CDI, coding, quality and diagnostic imaging solutions provide a more complete and accurate view of patient care, which drives meaningful clinical and financial outcomes.
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